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Newly Sealed & Painted!
The Motley Crew
Our thanks to Jay Fonville for hosting April's Fun Fly
event. It was a great success! There were a few folks
that went home with planes to rebuild. John split his
crank case into multiple pieces with his unsuccessful
attempt to fly through the runway directly to China.
No mid air collisions and few streamers cut, but it
was very entertaining. The first event was captured
on video and can be viewed on YouTube along with
some photos from the day.

The runway has been re-sealed and the lines have all
been re-painted. The field looks beautiful! Thanks to
Phil for keeping us informed and communicating
with the contractor. We are all very fortunate to have
such a nice field to fly our aircraft.
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From The Cockpit
Greeting fellow OMAS members!! I know this
newsletter may come as a shock since we have not
had a newsletter in some time but get used to it. We
have a new editor, Dennis Wright, and he is running
with it. Yours truly will submit some content and I
urge all of you to add ideas to the newsletter. The
more input we have the better our newsletter is.
Dennis has taken many pictures and video as some of
you have seen in email. He also created an album of
photos and added them to our web site for your
viewing. Please welcome
our
new
editor
and
remember to submit ideas
for articles, hobby related,
tip/tricks,
plane
builds,
projects, etc.
So far this year we have
completed a lot of work out at the field. The company
that sealed and striped the runway this past year had
to do it all over again. The sealant was peeling up so
the warranty covered all the repairs. We did not go
with the lowest bidders for the runway we went with
a company that stands behind their work and I
believe we made the right decision. The runway
looks great. The spring clean up went really good and
we had a great turnout to help get the field ready for
the season. We cleaned up the club house, cleaned
gutters, removed moss from boat house, painted
benches, and mowed. Thanks to all that helped out!!
The weather gave us an early jump on the flying
season and we reacted by getting some monthly
flying events going. The trainer derby we had was a
great event and Dave Noel did a great job hosting it.
The Warbirds Over OMAS was fun but we were
missing a few of our war birds so I am looking at
having another fly in soon. This month Dave hosted
the family BBQ. I had to miss this one due to work
but I am told it was a great event and I missed some
good burgers. The plan is to have at least one fun fly
each month. Next months fun fly is open so we will
kick around some ideas at our next meeting.
Looking forward at the next couple of months we
have the Hillsboro BBQ and our annual air show.
The BBQ is July 21st hosted by Hillsboro Hobby
Shop and is completely free. Just come out and fly
and eat. Last year we had a live band and about 300
people showed up. You will find me there and I hope

to see you as well. Remember our air show is August
10th and 11th. Please volunteer to help with setup or
just come out and fly. Anyway...enough of my
rambling...on with the newsletter...I will just shut up
and fly!!
Jay Fonville
OMAS President

A New Look For The Newsletter
Some of you may have noticed a slight change in the
OMAS Newsletter format. Our President, Jay
Fonville, has asked for a volunteer to take on the
writing of the monthly newsletter. New member,
Dennis Wright, has volunteered to try on the job and
in the course of swapping templates and files the
newsletter has taken on a slightly different look. Your
comments and suggestions are greatly appreciated.

Scuttlebutt

Someone asked me the other day what a “furball”
was as it pertains to aircraft. It has absolutely nothing
to do with cats or hair. I don't know who coined the
term or when, but the word has been used for many
years to describe dogfights between large numbers or
groups of aircraft. Furball fighting tactics can be
much different than a one on one dogfight. You need
to check your six regularly or find yourself in the
cross hairs of an enemy aircraft. A wingman is a
good idea as well. In a furball there is no safe or
preferred position as there are so many aircraft in the
sky at once that can maneuver quickly to get a few
rounds off toward your tail. If anyone knows the
factual history of the word please let us know and
we'll include it in next month's newsletter.

OMAS Family BBQ

Upcoming Events

Thanks to Dave Noel for hosting the annual OMAS
Family BBQ. It was a pleasant success with burgers
and dogs ala Dave, many pilots, and beautiful
weather for a full day of flying. We welcomed a
couple of new members, Sam & Jason and their
families. Dave Noel and Dennis Wright got some
seat time in their F4U Corsairs. They are attempting
to put together an actual OMAS squadron of these
aircraft. They practiced some scale aircraft formation
flying with surprising success. You can check out the
pictures of their efforts along with misc. photos taken
throughout the day at the OMAS web site.

RCMYC boating events are held twice a month at
OMAS lake. They always fall on a Sunday and the
next one will be June 28th. I invite you all to come
check it out. July 21 is the annual Hillsboro Hobby
Shop BBQ held at OMAS. All are invited to attend
the picnic. Please let Greg at Hillsboro Hobby know
you plan to attend so he can budget for food and
drinks.

Just For Laughs

SAFETY

Let's be honest, many of us that are not directly
affected by the results of an accident find humor with
it on occasion. Let's be honest, humor is found
everywhere and it helps us take our lumps with a
healthy attitude. However, let's not allow it to take
away from the important aspects of keeping a safe
flying environment. Recently a member had a close
call with a propeller. Close because although it did
hit his hand and cause considerable damage, it did
not do any damage that will not eventually heal.
There will certainly be a scar, but there is no loss of
motion or use of his hand. It was close to being a life
changing event.
Please be aware of your equipment and surroundings.
Ask someone for help if you need an extra hand. Be
aware of others and what effect your actions will
have on their safety as well. Slow down. Think.
Safety is an attitude that must be practiced to achieve
the best results. At OMAS let's set a good standard
and hold safety in the high regard it deserves.

BE SAFE !!

The German air controllers at Frankfurt Airport are a
short-tempered lot. They not only expect one to know
one's gate parking location but how to get there
without any assistance from them. So it was with
some amusement that we (a Pan Am 747) listened to
the following exchange between Frankfurt ground
control and a British Airways 747 (call sign
"Speedbird 206") after landing:
Speedbird 206: "Top of the morning Frankfurt,
Speedbird 206 clear of the active runway."
Ground: "Guten morgen! You will taxi to your gate!"
The big British Airways 747 pulled onto the main
taxiway and slowed to a stop.
Ground: "Speedbird, do you not know where you are
going?"
Speedbird 206: "Stand by a moment ground, I'm
looking up our gate location now."
Ground (with some arrogant impatience): "Speedbird
206, you have never flown to Frankfurt before?!?"
Speedbird 206 (coolly): "Yes, I have, in 1944. In
another type of Boeing... but I didn't stop."

Tips & Tricks
Self-Threading Screw Hole Procedure
This is a very common procedure. You should do this
whenever you make a self-threading screw hole into
the wood (to help strengthen it). This works
especially well for parts that need to be removable
(an aileron servo holder/cover is a good example) but
would cause a crash if the screws feel out or stripped
loose in flight. However, now that I’ve seen how
much better the screws hold, I do it for pretty much
every screw hole I drill into wood.
 You usually start with a hole drilled a couple
of sizes smaller than the screw (so it will
create some good threads when screwed in
the first time). For example, a standard, selftapping servos screw requires a 1/16-inch
hole drilled.
 Install the part with the proper screw and
barely tighten (not too tight … don’t strip it
out) it.
 Loosen the screw and remove it and the part.
Gain access to the newly threaded hole in the
wood.
 Drop a drop or two of thin CA glue into the
hole and let it wick into the wood. If you
need to, you can swish the flue around the
wood hole’s threads with a toothpick (but be
quick so the toothpick doesn’t get glue
inside).
 Let the glue dry completely for one hour.
The idea is not to get the screw glued into
the whole. The threads and surrounding
wooden area will now be stronger and more
like plastic.
 Reinstall the part with the original screw.
Use original threads and don’t cross thread.
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